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PREAMBLE 

Indeed, this is the beauty of such an event – that it pro-
vides a real opportunity for self-reflection, and for both 
personal and collective discovery and change.

I wish to thank everyone who participated in this event 
- to the 40 + participants of whom approximately 
65% were members, and 35% non-members. This mix 
speaks, I think, to the event’s success in bringing both 
‘inside’ and ‘outside’ voices to the table (to use a prob-
lematic, but also relevant, metaphor); cultivating ideas 
from those closest to the Gallery as well as from those 
working outside and within other community circles. 

Regarding the emerging ideas and concepts - I was 
pleased to see some of the fundamental debates that 
the Gallery’s staff and board grapple with on an ongo-
ing basis played out in new ways. Should we bring in 
more international artists, or increase local artist exhi-
bitions? Should the Gallery extend its physical reach by 
instigating satellite maker spaces, or should we ‘zone 
in’ on our current facility (many spoke to the potential 
of the plaza, in particular) – increasing the resonance 
and relevance of this space? What is the Gallery’s role 
in activating art experiences within the downtown, and 
the larger community? And how do we authentically 
engage with vulnerable communities – making space 
for these voices to be heard?

My attempt to consolidate the wide-ranging set of ideas 
and suggestions coming from the Comox Valley Art 
Gallery’s recent Voices of Fire / World Café event brings 
to mind the age-old debate over map and territory. No 
map can take full account of all details and nuances 
at play within a given territory. Difficult and inherently 
(even if unintentionally) political choices are made in 
terms of what aspects are retained in the map, and 
what aspects are left aside.

In what follows, you will see a ‘map-like’ representation 
of the Voices of Fire / World Café event, and yes – my 
editing and distilling has, I am sure, resulted in some 
important omissions. This document, for instance, does 
not fully capture what I saw to be an authentic and 
meaningful atmosphere of dialogue in the room, and 
the kind of constructive, progressive, thoughtful energy 
that seemed to bring people together. It also does not 
fully recognize the many connections that were made 
that night – between people, organizations, ideas, 
philosophies, etc. – some of which I have seen materi-
alize in the weeks following.

This said, I have tried to remain open and, to the extent 
possible objective in my mapping of the event – giving 
full voice to ideas, for instance, that are in opposition 
to my own.



In summary - I want to again express appreciation to 
everyone involved in the Voices of Fire / World Café 
event – including to our event coordination team 
(Renée Poisson and Quinn), to Tara Colborne our fa-
cilitator, and to all of the volunteers and participants. 
By contributing your time, energy, ideas, passion and 
enthusiasm, you have made a valued contribution to 
the Gallery and its aim to reflectively and progressive-
ly chart a path forward. Each individual attending the 
event is, I believe, a map-maker, and as a collective we 
hold the power to better understand the waters in which 
we are sailing, and the constellations by which we are 
navigating. By bringing our map-pieces together, we 
find ways to move beyond the status quo, and into deep 
and meaningful waters.

 

Sincerely,

Sharon Karsten – Executive Director
Comox Valley Art Gallery
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The metaphors coming out of the dialogue were com-
pelling – much was said about the Gallery as a ‘hub’, 
a ‘hive’, a ‘go-to’ point. Ideas surrounding the physical 
space were also compelling – suggestions, for instance, 
for the development of a café or livingroom environ-
ment – a place held for people to not only see art, but to 
talk about, ‘digest’, and build connections through art. 
And much was said about the Gallery’s role in the larg-
er community – as a catalyst for enabling place-based 
change by bringing into the public new ways of seeing 
the world… making good on the unique ‘ways of know-
ing’ and understanding brought to the table by artists. 
 
 

• The World Café event was framed through a series 
of questions, however, as I began the process of an-
alyzing the various suggestions/responses, I noticed 
significant overlaps between the responses made with-
in the question categories. This led me in the analy-
sis stage to take a step back from the questions as a 
framing device, and to work from the data itself – de-
veloping categories that emerged from the ideas put 
forward. I feel that this step, while complicating the 
framework somewhat, provides a more authentic re-
flection of the suggestions and ideas coming forward. 

• The report consists of two sections – including Sur-
vey Questions (p.3) and Café Dialogue (p.8). While 
I condensed the dialogue suggestions – eliminating, 
for instance, suggestions that were made twice, I have 
left the survey responses unmodified – except for mi-
nor grammatical changes. I feel that these responses 
provide an excellent entryway into some of the key 
debates that underlie the more concrete suggestions 
that emerged with regards to programs, facilities, etc. 

• One of the pieces missing in this report is an outline 
of the Gallery’s current activities/events. In a number of 
cases, suggestions were made through the World Café 
dialogue that mirror currently-accomplished activities. 
This said, I have decided not to include such a listing, 
as I feel that the primary mandate for this event is to 
collect and receive ideas. Determining ways in which 
these ideas are used in concert with the current slate of 
Gallery initiatives is, I believe, a task to be worked out 
within and through our upcoming strategic planning 
process.

A few points related to the map-making 
process:
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1. What do artists 
know?
• They know the community, themselves 
and their medium of expression. They 
know how to channel messages between 
various perspectives, some non-human. 
They are communicators, visionaries, 
community ambassadors and innovators.
• I think artists know how to see connec-
tions between the media they choose and 
the issues of the real world. They know 
how to bring a perspective to attention 
and encourage deeper thought and stron-
ger conversation.
• Artists sense where the boundaries of 
a society are and push them, pull them, 
twist them, cover them with colour, tex-
ture, words, music.
• That art gives us an opportunity to share 
an illusion of a mutual experience, and this 
is a high point of connection and health.
• Some regard the arts as having an ex-
tra-artistic cognitive function, that they 
have a message about human’s place in 
the world. For example, there might be a 
case for supposing that the arts have an 
important function as a medium for social 
criticism and transformation. In any case, 
there is a widespread belief that the arts 
have a higher purpose to educate by en-
couraging introspection and sometimes 
making us think about how we should live 
our lives.
• Artists see the world differently and give 
us hope where/when we may have given up. 
• Artists know how to create and make 
others look at art and the world from a 
different lens. Artist know how to think dif-
ferently and create from that thought. 

Artists know how to express concepts in a way that can 
evoke thought or emotion in others. Artists know how 
to explore materials to create. 
• Artists know what they like about art. Artists know 
that art has many definitions and is often something 
different for each viewer, for each artist. Artists know 
that it often difficult to reach out to the community they 
live in
• I feel they know what they want to know
• We know what we experience, feel, question, create, 
and show. That’s why we do what we do, to offer up 
pieces of our knowledge. Even if that knowledge is in 
the form of open-ended questions like “What do artists 
know”. It gets people thinking, wondering, knowing. 
For me, I know what I experience, but my art takes it 
a step further by allowing others to glimpse into that 
experience, and to possibly enter a similar experience 
in order to gain knowledge of their own.
• SO MUCH! We know how to think outside the box 
and go nuts (aka: push the limits) and then reign our-
selves in so as to work within defined* parameters. 
*sometimes defined by others; sometimes by ourselves. 
We know how to be resourceful and work on a shoe-
string. We know how to be happy without a lot of ma-
terial “trappings”. We know how to follow our hearts 
and not be dictated to by our heads. We are self-aware 
and strive for balance in our lives. We know we are part 
of nature and know the importance nature plays in our 
lives!
• lots
• Artists know that they need to create, Artists know 
that they love to create more than they like to promote. 
Artists know that they need wider exposure.
• Artmaking is a process sourced from within the art-
ist’s unique relationship to themselves and the world 
they inhabit as they experience it. This gives each artist 
a particular knowing of a particular way of being and 
expression which when offered through their art creates 
the possibility of encounter with the viewer which in it-
self creates the art experience as a form of knowing.
• Artist’s know that there are numerous ways to com-
municate. Some use visual, aural, video to express 
themselves to the viewer. Also installations use multiple 
mediums and media to engage the viewer.
• What artists know will depend on their life experienc-
es, education, upbringing, travel, age etc
• how to express their ideas visually/unconventionally 
how to get others to see things from different perspec-
tive. change perception 
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• In my humble opinion the artist has an amazing abil-
ity to create and bring to life their visions; to tap into 
thoughts and feelings. I love to watch artists go through 
that creative process from how they got the very first ideas 
to its’ final completion. To me it’s so exciting to watch. 
• Artists know how to access those recesses in their 
minds, pull the pieces out and mold it into ART.
• That the world is largely illusory, contradictory, and 
largely inaccessible using conventional means devised 
or evolved by power structures as they exist. Art is po-
litical. People’s self interest blinds them to broad social 
and political issues. I don’t believe art is about beauty 
alone but it can be about beauty showing how we can 
see the world in new ways for new social, political and 
environmental ways. The world is ever-changing and 
life is transitory.

“the artist has an amazing ability to create and bring to life their visions”

2. How does art help us to ad-
dress ‘evil problems’?
• Art helps us address evil problems by often softening 
the harshness of the problem so it can be looked at 
and evaluated. 

Often from a different perspective which allows prob-
lem solving, ways to address conflict, create resolutions 
or even strategies to begin a process to heal. 
• For me, I attempt to address the evils of habitat 
destruction and neglect for the natural environment 
through wildlife-based art. Some projects that I have 
put out in the community involve large-scale jigsaw 
puzzles in the shapes of endangered species. These 
puzzles are interactive and serve to educate people 
about the complexity and responsibility inherent in pro-
tecting a species through a multidisciplinary ecosystem 
conservation approach. I also paint wildlife and have 
donated prints to conservation organizations dedicated 
to the protection of wolves and marine mammals. Of-
ten people are drawn to the visual beauty of animals, 
which I use to capture their attention in order to think 
more deeply about the intrinsic and ecological value 
that these creatures have. I address one of many evils 
and have seen a lot of incredible art combating oth-
ers, including social, historical, industrial and economic 
evils. Artists who enter my mind include George Little-
child, Bo Dick of Alert Bay and Edward Abbey. 

• Art allows us to show, through many media, how we 
are affected by the ‘evil problems’ of life. Sometimes 
graphically, sometimes more subtly artists can draw our 
attention and, perhaps, even help us change our mind 
about how we see and deal with the world.
• Art can put the attention onto problems and “evil” by 
expression of it directly, indirectly and exploring strate-
gies to have change.
• Keep peace in mind
• Art is able to bring “evil” to our attention and help 
us to focus our thinking in new ways. It is impossible to 
view Guernica without a visceral reaction to war.

And even when the image is absent (as it was covered 
over when Colin Powell spoke to the UN Security Coun-
cil) its absence conveys the same message. Art takes 
the problem, and when powerfully executed, it tells the 
story in ways that stay with us. There are several of 
Andy Everson’s “Star Wars” prints that do the same for 
the issue of the negative results of Canada’s Aboriginal 
policies.
• Art leads to a contemplation of “self.’ - self reflection 
Art reflects society. It also brings “evils” and “goods” 
into the collective conscience and thereby reveals per-
turbations in societal issues.
• A body of work can address social concerns through 
a visual dialogue
• It reminds us that there is beauty
• By first defining what evil means in our moral world 
then by various means exposing the illusions, contra-
dictions and lies generated by powerful class interests. 
Evil, of course, is in the eyes of the beholder but be-
holders are generally socially created (Norbert Elias) so 
evil is a social creation. Artists take a moral stand by 
showing by various means just how the world is a social
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creation and where personal interests fit in the broader 
socio-political scheme of things.
• As I don’t personally believe in “evil”, I am not certain 
how to answer this question. However, depending on 
how you define “art”, the answers to this question will 
likely be varied and many... Art means different things 
to a wide array of people. The act of making art helps 
me personally connect to both my inner self and to oth-
ers who are interested in creating through any number 
of methods (music, writing, dance, visual art)
• Art can be a floodlight that brings attention to aspects 
of our society that some people don’t want to discuss.
• Art can help ‘shock’ us into thinking differently. Some 
‘discomfort’ or shock or unexpected experience (doesn’t 
necessarily have to be unpleasant) can cause us to see/
think of things differently. This flexibility of mind and 
perspective is critical to tackling complex social/eco-
logical/environmental (i.e. human) ‘wicked’ problems. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wicked_problem
• I don’t have a context for the word ‘evil’.
• It gives us an opportunity to look and to see and to 
look again and to see again.
• Some art asks us to remember and think about the 
wrongs in life. Art can create important critical conver-
sations that lead to change... or, at the very least, lead 
to conversations that change minds.
• Art can depict these problems but I’m not sure they 
actually do
•Art addresses evil problems by creating a dialogue 
about a concepts in a visual or auditory way. Art creates 
a place to discuss world problems or evils. Art opens the 
door to communicating and educating and engaging 
the community in art making, conversations about evils 
and coming up with solutions. 
• Acknowledging that evil problems exist and refus-
ing to assume a black or white perspective while NOT 
letting the issues get us down.The issues themselves? 
Get politicized (art and politics CAN and DO mix!) and 
vote. I’m an advocate of issue-oriented art (done quite 
a lot of it over the years) - art that takes a stance with-
out being overly didactic. Hey! Whimsical political art 
would be a wonderful thing!
• it is a safe zone to express difficult ideas. it is uni-
versal and doesn’t require language (which can create 
misunderstanding) If its good, any age or culture could 
appreciate it.

3. How does the Comox Valley 
Art Gallery model the possibili-
ties of collaboration, changing 
status-quo thinking, and deep 
listening to all voices in our 
community?

• Those are ambitious goals - to model collaboration, 
change status-quo thinking and deep listening. Success 
in any one of those would be near earth-shaking in and 
for any organization Voice of Fire appears to be a good 
medium through which to explore and to foster these 
goals.
• Installations, performances, exhibits, interactive en-
gagements that consistently broaden the interpretation 
of what ‘art’ is. What art offers is space – a certain 
breathing room for the spirit John Updike Art is an invi-
tation to engage the aesthetic in all aspects of life
• Good question.
• Several times the Gallery has collaborated with other 
organizations and artists to develop themed exhibitions 
on issues relevant to this community (the exhibition 
on racism with the Community Justice Centre comes 
to mind, the photo exhibition of the Homeless Soccer 
Team is also an example). I don’t know if the photo/
interviews of local homeless people, telling their stories 
which was exhibited in downtown store fronts was a 
CVAG project - but it well could have been!)
• Continue being supportive of local artists. Reach out 
to others who are doing art work. Attempt to shift the 
public understanding or the role of art through policy. 
Ask city council to propose setting aside 1% of all new 
capital projects private and public to include art.

“Art can help ‘shock’ us into 
thinking differently”.



• Firstly, CVAG needs to find out what it is the commu-
nity is looking for in Art. Is it to be educated about what 
Art is? Is it to be shown what Art is? Is it to be provoc-
ative? Is it to be gentle and remember that there are 
as many viewers of Art as there are genres? Secondly, 
CVAG needs to be bold and take some risky steps to 
work with community groups that may not have been 
considered in the ‘art arena’.
• It is my opinion that we need to listen to our Elders, 
they have so much to offer and are typically in our so-
ciety overlooked and ignored. Combining Elders and 
youth now this is powerful and amazingly beneficial for 
everyone; individuals, community and family. 
• Continue to have forums that address social issues - 
like the “by a thread” show - focus on the change we 
want for example as a woman - I want equality issues 
addressed. There are no issues that can be sidestepped 
and address the “hot” issues: why are children want-
ing to join ISIS? - the disconnection of our children to 
our community; greed within politics; we as individu-
als need to move beyond comfort zones into change 
zones!
• Maintain HIGH QUALITY OFFERINGS that invite the 
community in through a DIVERSITY OF METHODS. 
E.g. CVAG is well positioned to experiment with a wide 
variety of offerings. Most people expect the unexpected 
to come through art(galleries) and that provides more 
freedom than some other organizations. Use all the 
mediums at your disposal (as you do) and thread the 
gallery features with opportunities for people to inter-
act including speaker series and possibly field trips etc. 
While ‘getting political’ shouldn’t be the focus all the

time (otherwise may alienate the art gallery), it should 
also be present on occasion. Perhaps annually etc. 

Continue to work with YOUTH (opportunities for 
more mentorship with our diverse arts commu-

nity?) and work with partner orgs to RAISE 
THE PROFILE of arts in the Valley. Did I hear 
we have the highest per/capita number of 
artists outside of Montreal? Lets work that! 
CVEDS should definitely be promoting 
the arts front and centre as an economic 
strength and strategy.

• I think this event is going to be a good step 
in this direction. Encouraging people to con-

nect with each other and find common ground 
around issues that we’re passionate about We’re 

social creatures so collaboration is something many 
of us do easily in our sleep while others need nudges to 
discover the value in it! That’s about all I have for now. 
Looking forward to this event!
• I think that CVAG is already there. This world cafe, 
the Voices of Fire series, the great staff that is already 
engaging in deep listening and collaborating... and all 
the excellent shows/projects. I just wish that I knew how 
to get more people to the gallery, to be present in the 
space, in the art, in the thinking.
• I’m not sure what you mean but you can only try. I’m 
not sure that I find the gallery terribly relevant to me 
but I think it is quite relevant to a lot of people and that 
is important. In a way I find the Pearl Ellis gallery more 
relevant to me but know not everyone feels the same. 
So there you go.
• By offering exhibitions and programs that challenge 
conventional ways of thinking about things without be-
coming contrarian and by allowing people who rarely 
get a chance to express themselves politically/artistical-
ly a venue for doing so.
• Involve everybody. Who is missing at the table? For 
example, when was the last time that a large museum/
gallery had an exhibition by homeless artists? Move 
away from the idea that you are a building whose role 
is to hang objects on the walls. Pushing those bound-
aries I mentioned above can be done in multiple ways.
• The Comox Valley Art Gallery can begin by listen-
ing deeply to the voices of people (CVAG members & 
staff) and organizations (CVCAC, DCBIA, NIC, Elevate 
Consortium, Wachiay Friendship Centre) that they are 
currently connected to and then reach out to neigh-
bouring individuals, arts & culture organizations, busi-
nesses, and levels of local and regional government for 
guidance/support in realizing Mission statement goals.



•In order to be a model, CVAG would do well by 
taking a balanced approach in effecting change, with 
consideration given to its geographic location and 
audience/ customer demographic, as well as board, 
staff and volunteer capacity.
• I think that the CVAG is already doing an incredible 
job at this. I am new to the Valley so am entering 
with listening ears for the most part. Continuing to 
have a diversity of exhibitions and an open mind to 
all types and forms of art will keep things interesting 
for the community. Perhaps facilitating artist outreach 
programs between local artists and schools (and 
other organizations) could be a good way of building 
connections and provoking thought. I am an advo-
cate for art education and experience for the younger 
generation. I believe it is important for children, youth 
and young adults to think of art as a necessary part of 
culture, rather than a side subject or “elective”. 
• By continuing to run diverse programming, exhibits 
and community engagements. Also having ongoing 
events like voices of fire to invite all areas of community 
to evaluate programs and services to continually gauge 
if that’s what the community wants, what’s working 
and what’s not which will help plan future and ongoing 
projects at the gallery.
• By being open to embracing and exhibiting work 
from a broad cross section of socio/economic/religious 
cultural groups and working collaboratively with these 
groups towards an expression of their ideas or needs.
• By exhibiting more artists from the valley, this world 
café and general reaching out is great! keep it up!



 active, not just passive, art (peo-
ple want to be active, not passive 
consumers)

 art that reflects global art and 
issues

 content that builds on themes 
already at play within the 
community: using methods for 
community dialogue

 art that stems from process 
based explorations

 layers of exhibition/ activation
wood carving exhibits
 multimedia exhibits
 programs that pass down tra-

ditional knowledge (ie: weaving 
– loom learning)

 local contemporary Native art
 pop up art experiences in empty 

space
 content that speaks to degrada-

tion/ beauty
 horticultural /agricultural art 

exhibits
 environmentally focused exhib-

its that could include recycled art 
as a theme

 travelling art exhibitions
 kids programs

1. Presentation

• pursue excellence 
• engineer dialogue that is politically 
charged & rooted in community chal-
lenges
• pursue outside and international 
exhibitions
• develop international collaboration 
between galleries
• create more exhibition space for local    
artists, which could involve: 

 the pursuit of satellite galleries
 a shorter turnover between 

shows
 reducing the red tape surround-

ing exhibitions
 enabling local artists to speak 

• exhibit a range of content including:

• increase number of art extensions (so as to allow for 
more opportunities to converse with others about art), 
including:

 panel discussions, workshops, artist res-
idencies, artist talks, curated social media 
dialogues/ visuals, increased opportunities 
to meet and talk with artists, story 
sharing, public lectures by NIC artists and 
instructors, academic dialogue, making 
and sharing events, docent/ daily tours, 
audiotapes, guides

2. Community Engagement

• Engaging with different audiences (including vulner-
able populations and artists working outside a visual 
arts tradition). Potential target populations/programs 
include: 

 wearable art show for teens
 youth and elder shows/workshops
 high school art shows
 homelessness studio project
 programming for persons with disabilities
 youth media projects
 school and college challenges
 promoting inter-cultural exchange
 satellite elder college



• Potential program innovations include:

 develop a living room atmosphere
 create a warm entrance
 increase signage/ increase visibility
 host info kiosk downtown
 create a more inviting ‘face’ for the gal-

lery – that can include motion, colour, art, 
carousel of art

 improve window design – front windows 
are easy to miss

 install water “light” features 
 hosting more participatory art making 

sessions
 developing a community studio space 
 rent out the basement to community 

groups
 develop an afterhours makers space – in-

cludes: kiln for local potters, maker stations, 
community button, blankets, gathering and 
connecting space

 use communications media (eg. Skype) 
to connect CVAG to other initiatives (other 
communities)

 literary programs – poetry reading/ 
writers society/ book launches

 things to make and do: party nights 
(spark)/ something different/ interactive/ 
draw/ scan/ loop/ art parties/ opposite to 
things you cant touch

 media literacy programs
 visual storytelling programs
 more events – including guest speakers 

and fundraisers
 programs that occupy spaces

• Create a more welcoming/dynamic environment 
through:

 building on the advantages of our 
central location to become a ‘cultural 
hub’ / ‘art hive’ / cultural ‘focal point’. 
This includes creating a hands on feeling 
(busy – buzz). “Let’s go down to the art 
gallery”

 develop a sidewalk café

• Actively participating in the life of downtown by:

 exhibiting in empty shops/ shop window 
spaces

 programming art in the streets
 developing outdoor sculptures and public 

art projects
 facilitating street art/ graffiti
 revitalizing CVAG patio space, including:

 

buskers/ Street Vendors
creating a Public square, a place 

to just be
art MOB
developing the plaza as a rotating 

public space
encouraging performance art/ 

engagement with people – no 
theatre

developing a speakers box/ 
corner

programming music/circus arts/ 
more spill out

“Create a more welcoming/ dynamic environment through building on 
the advantages of our central location to become a[n]... ‘art hive’”



“acknowledge that the goal of attracting and retaining supporters is 
foundational”

programming with CVEX on 
plaza/ Farmers Market/ Summer 
Events

 staying open late/ providing more 
to do

 creating endeavors to surprise
 creating pop-up experiences: shops, 

shows, art studios – outside/ in 
building/ vacant/ occupied land

 showing a strong presence at 
community events

 supporting the Duncan Commons 
initiative

 within the Duncan commons ini-
tiative – supporting an ecological the-
matic as related to art: rain chimes/ 
show storm/ water/ wood/ river stone/ 
ocean/ turn “face” to river/ abun-
dance

 create/ support night market at the 
top of 5th street

 encourage guerilla art

3. Partnership

• work with the City and stakeholders to develop a 
revitalization plan
• work with the City to spearhead a 1% budget allocation 
policy for art in new capital projects in city
• work with the City to develop municipally funded 
public art program/ annual competition
• work with partners to build capacity
• create a social/cultural/community hub
• work with DCBIA, CVEDS, Elevate the Arts, City of 
Courtenay
• organize with town planners
• achieve greater communications of events and 
activities through partnership organizations
• conduct outreach to schools
• create Satellite/ Gallery Space at new hospital
• develop stronger community presence through 
advertisements, Whats On Magazine, presence in 
local paper

4. Administration

• recognize the importance of funding/money to keep 
CVAG going
• recognize the need for the gallery and shop to come 
together, and to eliminate the divide
• create a porous Institution
• share knowledge as related to grants, expertise, etc. 
• rent space
• loan space to groups encourage groups to shop in 
• gallery shop while here

5. Community Relevance

• acknowledge that the goal of attracting and retaining 
supporters is foundational, and that remaining/ 
becoming a relevant entity to many citizens is critical
• recognize that a public art gallery should reflect 
public needs/ discourse/ values/ dreams 
• build authentic relationships - It is the relationship/ 
resonance that matter, not the tactics
• create more insightful talks and explorations - using 
existing models/ presentation pechakucha/ tedex/ 
world café
• recognize all contributions of volunteers and artists
• develop the gallery as an incubator/ discussion 
groups/ round tables with knowledge producers
• enable knowledge to evolve out of creative practice
• think at the edge
• create environment conducive to arts-based inquiry
• transcend - support the growth of awareness
• host more world cafés
• discuss/ share ideas
• promote dialogue through imagery / film series
• lead by example, be exciting

6. Models

• Banff – Centre for the Arts
• Old School House / We Have Art


